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In Misogyny, Cultural Nihilism, and Oppositional Politics,
Lu Tonglin takes the brave step of addressing the misogyny
present in much Chinese experimental fiction of the late 1980s.
This major issue merits extensive study, and when Lu speaks in
her own voice, her words are compelling. Lu demonstrates some
good research into traditional Chinese ideas about gender and
genre to set the stage for her treatment of Lu Xun, Can Xue, Su
魯迅
Tong and Yu Hua and for her especially perceptive analyses of
蘇童
works by Mo Yan and the Tibetan writer Zhaxi Dawa.
莫言
To explain the resurgence of misogyny, Lu argues that
writers of experimental fiction have made women the “Other” in
an effort to construct meaning and personal identity in the wake
of the “collapse” or “death” of communism and the subsequent
ideological vacuum. As a result, in their attempt to subvert their
fathers," i.e., the Communist Party, contemporary experimental
writers have reinforced, endorsed and participated in producing
the misogynistic ideology of their “grandfathers “[S]ince
womens emancipation is part of the Communist legacy, the
subversion of communism to a large extent justifies the effort to
force women to return to their traditional position as the inferior
sex” 20). In arguing that this misogyny
undercuts these writers' oppositional stance, 羅 画 » _ 麵
Lu shows how oppositional texts risk
reinforcing precisely the structures they
profess to oppose.
The book’s strength lies in the
moments when Lu admirably explores the
ways gender clashes with or serves other
system s of oppression. On the whole,
however, she proceeds as if gender could be
the central principle for looking at
contemporary Chinese fiction. The reader
may find herself asking if gender can really
be separated from nationalism, China’s
experience of semicolonialism, urbanization
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and the domination of nature. Lu briefly touches on these issues
in her close readings, as in equating a rape with the trampling of
sorghum plants in a Mo Yan novel and pointing out the
association of femininity with animality in Su Tong’s writings, but
more attention to these related issues would further Lu’s efforts
to understand the making and unmaking of gender in
contemporary Chinese fiction.
While Lu's efforts to link literary developments with the
social context are commendable, the critical reader pauses at
several junctures. In laying out her argument, Lu draws an
important analogy between contemporary China and Eastern
Europe, but she constructs the comparison in simplistic, binary
terms: llLike the nationalism dominating most Eastern European
countries, the misogyny prevailing in contemporary China can
be explained by the need to search for a different and
oppositional Other onto which the source of all social problems
can be projected” 9). Discussing reasons why women have
been targeted as this Other, Lu writes that ethnic minorities play
“ rela tively in sig n ifica n t ro le s” in China and states that
“nationalism s tillis not widespread” (4). The oppression and
torture perpetrated on Mongols, Muslims and Tibetans deserves
more consideration.
Furthermore, in comparing contemporary China with
Eastern Europe, Lu conflates problems of political legitimacy
and political control. However much the 1989 massacre in
Tiananmen Square may vitiate the Party's claim to rule by virtue
of a mandate of the people, a regime that calls itself Communist
still holds power in China. For this reason, Lu’s references to the
“sym bolic death of communism in C hina” 1) and the
“dissolution” or “collapse of communism” 67) require more
explanation,
Lu’s argument makes for order but elides differences
between the strategies of individual authors and diminishes
interest in their characters* predicaments. How does hegemony
in the works of Yu Hua differ from hegemony in the works of Su
Tong? More extended comparison would deepen Lu’s stated
objective to study the culture and ideology of modern China
through analyses of six writers’ works. Moreover, inasmuch as
Lu presents her readings as cultural history, it would be helpful
to have the dates of publication for the works treated.
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Lu's thesis could be nuanced by placing Chinese
experimental fiction within a fuller context of recent literary
history within and outside of mainland China. Her fitting
discussion of how experimental fiction subverts the conventions
of socia list realism , for exam ple, could compare these
experimental works with the fiction of new realism that preceded
and continued alongside experimental fiction and also sought to
subvert these conventions. Similarly, Lu says nothing about the
misogyny of modern Chinese literature written in Taiwan,
Malaysia or Hong Kong. What does misogyny in non-Communist
countries mean for her argument that misogyny serves as a
means of subverting Communist ideology? In this vein, one
wonders what Lu would make of the conspicuous misogyny
evident in many works of modern Japanese literature, in such
writers as Mishima Yukio and Oe Kenzaburo, or in American
writers such as Norman Mailer and Ishmael Reed. No book
could attend to all such comparisons, but drawing a few would
make Lu's claims about the political nature of gender relations
more compelling, as they should be.
On a stylistic level, the frequent juxtaposition of sentence
clauses without clear connections makes the book's language
difficult to follow at times. The reader stumbles over such
referents as “the source of numerous revolutions” and “this
discourse.” Which source? Which discourse? Making such
referents explicit would strengthen the argument as well as the
prose. Definitions of the author's use of key terms such as
“hegemonic practice” and even “misogyny” would also help. The
specter of a facile dogmatism hidden behind such terminology
and omissions compromises Lu’s message. For example， Lu
carefully explains a Confucian tradition that perceived women as
“inferior men.” But misogyny is worse than the view that women
are inferior: Misein is Greek for "to hate," and misogyny names
the hatred of women.
The book is also marred by editorial oversights. Numerous
endnotes serve no apparent function as they provide less
information than appears in the body of the text. Some offer only
an author’s last name， even when that name was mentioned in
the text. These endnotes, which seem simply to be unfinished,
interrupt and frustrate the reader. Similarly, at several points,
phrases and even whole sentences are repeated almost
verbatim within one or two pages without deliberate rhetorical
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effect. There is also a mistake in romanization (28), a singular
verb describing a plural noun (106)， four missing articles (118,
131, 154, 186) and a misspelled name (Ley for Simon Leys,
196)_ There are several awkward expressions such as “the Third
World Culture" (113) and 1(. . . emphasizes the difference
between ancient and modern Tibet in terms of differentiation"
( 120).
Readers not already knowledgeable will need to look
beyond this book to appreciate the existing scholarship on many
of the issues Lu raises. For example, in the discussion of Lu
Xun’s “dark side,” Lu declines to engage the work of scholars
such as T. A. Hsia, Leo Ou-fan Lee or Jon Kowallis. These
names do not even appear in the seven-page bibliography, but
Lu writes， “Too many critics of Lu Xun, partly for ideological
reasons, have emphasized his idealism and humanism and
perceived him as a radical critic of traditional society. By
contrast, the present chapter intends to explore the darker side
of Lu Xun’s works … ” 25). This line might lead a newcomer to
the field to attribute the insight that Lu Xun had a dark side to Lu
Tonglin in 1995. Similarly, the reader will want to consult Lydia
Liu’s works on the history of the discourse of individualism in
early modern China before considering Lu's claim that, ''Contrary
to their May Fourth forebears, for contemporary experimental
writers the West has become an emblem of individualism” 13,
italics added). Lu's decision not to avail herself of expert
translations such as Howard Goldblatt's Red Sorghum (1993)
and Michael DukeJs Raise the Red Lantern (1993) also begs
explanation.
Lu concludes her book with valuable reflections on how
oppositional politics risk oversimplifying the representation of
diverse interest groups and may even lead toward
totalitarianism. The subject of how nihilism and oppositional
politics can bolster misogynistic and repressive ideological
manipulation deserves continuing, careful attention.
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